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About This Game

Full Scale Restoration of the Japanese battleship “Yamato” in VR.

Battleship Yamato was constructed during the World War Ⅱ in 1941, and it was the biggest battleship ever built. Unfortunately,
Yamato didn’t last through the war, and it sank to the bottom of the sea.

Now, battleship Yamato is completely restored in full scale in VR. It is based on the blueprints and the recollections of the
actual crew who are still alive.

In this app, you can actually get on Yamato and walk across the deck, climb up the bridge, and go inside the ship.
See the Yamato crew taking command. View the explosions of the gun fire from a close distance.

The list below shows what you can actually see in the first edition of VR Yamato.

・Deck
・Inside the first bridge
・Inside the main gun

・Scene of the crew practicing firing the gun
・Fire control center

・Captain’s cabin
・Pilot house
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・Hangar
・Ship’s kitchen

With VR Yamato, enjoy the battleship from the perspective of an actual crew.
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Title: VR Battleship YAMATO
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Kanda Technologies
Publisher:
Kanda Technologies Inc.
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Japanese
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In today's era of technology and capabilities, why would you restrict the game camera to this?. Better but still not good. The
improvements brought by the Enhanced Edition make the game playable. It is still not an enjoyable experience. Gunplay is
lackluster and even the simplest enemies are bullet sponges. Guns also jam with annoying frequency.

Enemies barely react to being shot, either ignoring the hit or exploding into literal red mist (and not in an exciting manner),
robbing the weapons of much of their impact.

There is no story or characters, only mission briefings and occasional transmissions. The levels are good, they convey the feeling
of traveling through a gigantic ship nicely but traversing through them means checking your map constantly or playing them
often enough to memorize their layout.

Unfortunately it plays like E.Y.E. Divine Cybermancy (another interesting but flawed game by the same studio).
Buy it for the atmosphere and because you like the setting, the gameplay alone leaves this another lackluster Warhammer 40k
game.. it's not the best racing game but not the worst either.
pure arcade, crappy handling and mediocre graphics.

i will blame the devs for an idiotic design decision on the menu colors though - i never know whether yellow or white text marks
the selection, mostly 2-choice selections won't help either.. remember those flash games featured in Newgrounds back in 2005?
this is exactly like that, even the choppiness of the framerate is there, if you are still curious, buy it, i warrant you you won't
spent more than 15 minutes in it, after that just ask for a refund
. An old game but still enjoyable.. Im sry but what do u wanna me to do ...Just loot and shoot?If there's a nickname system or
other funnny things in game.I will back...None players on the steam. Sora's challenge deck didn't unlock for me. Is this normal?.
This game looks awesome. I bought it, but sadly it will not respond to any control inputs, including keyboard and x-box
controller. I have uninstalled and re-installed multiple times and still no luck. Anyone with a similar problem find a fix? I think
it looks great, but sadly I cannot recommend a game that I purchase and cannot play because it won't respond to the keyboard or
controller.
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Fun game that brings back a lot of great memories! However, right now the game is broken. Whenever I try to "design" a castle,
the screen goes black and it locks up. I can't find anything about how to fix this, so I guess I'm out of luck :-(

The only reason I don't recommend this game is for this reason.

EDIT: Discovered how to get around the crash. Save a castle or make your own and then load them all out from the saves.
Haven't had a crash since! Changing my recommendation.. literally just a flash game that you pay for. richochet kills 2 is the
best. PLAY IT NOW ON NOTDOPPLER: NEW GAMES EVERY THURSDAY.. Repetitive, boring, expensive. For £15 I was
expecting a lot more, but honestly its just standing around and easily shooting monsters. Not worth its price.. Great gane, easy to
play for everyone,The price is also just right no need to wait for sale. I decided to not recommend this version of the game
because of its additional contributions to the original. A.R.E.S. was already a decent sidescrolling platformer. This is simply an
upgrade in graphics. minor adjustments to game mechanics, and the inclusion of more story (which is told through cutscenes).
Besides those changes, the game is exactly the same as the original and does not merit the price that it was given at launch and
still does not merit. I would only buy this game on sale, even if you do not own it.. Overall: Good
Difficulty: Low to Medium-high

Likes:
- Simple but can get quite tricky
- Daily puzzles
- Infinite mode
- Very satisfying sound effects. Great story and unique setting. This game took away a month of my life and I regret nothing..
Good manager, simple gameplay and great support from developer! I recommend this game :)
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